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Yes. Some are red. And some are blue.
Some are old. And some are new.
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Some are sad.
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i And some are glad.
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"To them language is a weapon,
a means for winning,
for having their way...
For us language is still
a barrel of apples."
--William Carlos Williams,
in HIKA, 1941—
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Liz DeLisle
Letter to Walter Benjamin
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Walking, walking slowly,
I imagine I am in Paris,
and as much as I can
I imagine you are there too,
that we roam the same streets,
in the same century, endlessly losing our way
in the cities of our minds. We could
shuffle for hours beneath the arcades,
obscure together in the street throng. I might
look into your eyes. You never
let the camera have your eyes, and what was it,
what was it you saw? The architecture of evil
being slowly raised around your world, moments of horror
played over and over again for an audience
so long held rapt and passive? How you testified
to the world and its ruin, life flickering
for a second in the dark, briefly to linger
before our eyes, the persistence of sadness
that makes art possible.
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1. Walter Benjamin, 1892 -1940. German literary critic and cultural theorist,
author of numerous essays, including his most famous, "The Work of Art in the
Age of Mechanical Reproduction."
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Nick Karasievich
Grief

is a girl with
a rock between her body
and earth.
Her free hand clutches
at her knees drawing
them closer and closer to
her body.
Her knees slowly stem into
her chest
her head is the cap a
jagged promontory.
By the by bones become
brittle cracking and crunching
they collapse into her chest.
The girl takes off
her clothes and becomes
the rock.

v
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Benjamin Keating
Catalexis
Yes, her scent is here
and will go- loosened by
the breeze, but tethered
to my skin

revise your loss—
the revisions will prevail.

The scrape of razor on cheek,
clicking stubble into sink—
my glare repeats itself
fix to fix, blink to blink
Your eyes- in front,
behind -cauterize..
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pain is only messenger
and not accountable.

there's some value in like,
like.
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Jeffrey A. Boyle
Over-Influenced by Movies

A man and a woman stand
stock still, doe-eyed at one another
as the sun goes supernova.
There is a half moment of panic,
then nothing. It happens
again and again, and they do
nothing to escape, forgetting
their fate every time.
In actuality,
they are characters in
one second
of a film which has been edited
and dropped to the floor.
This deleted scene slowly pulled across
the bulb torturously slow,
letting the celluloid and those captured
on it dissolve and burn. The projectionist
thinks nothing of it until
images begin to appear
on the wall beside him and he can hear
panic in the dialogue
Melting eyes, melting skin, teeth on fire.
Hair igniting and re-igniting.
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Jennifer Clarvoe

How I Fell
& How it Felt
At the movies, in my suede boots, like a fawn in the dark
startled by the lights, I fall; down the stairs vertiginous steep
I fall all week-- and still fall, and still bark
and bloody my shin, and I am still asleep.
Or no, moving from Cheer, to Joy, to All,
I fall like a cumbersomely breaking sack
of groceries in the parking lot. Why call
for help, game hens, why hope for something back?
The "sorry's" go by me, like the jaunty sparrows
pecking the llama's grain. From a mother's sleep
I fell into such a state-- the slings and eros
of outrageous fortune- I could weep
as Ash (our hero) now begins to weep
vast shining cartoon tears for the beloved
Pokemon who's died. But tears are cheap
as movie tickets. Everyone is moved
uniformly. I just feel it more
in my right shin. I bet there'll be a scar.
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Shamekia Chandler
Interview With Nikki Giovanni

m

[SC] One thing I wanted to ask you about is being a fan of Tupac. I was
wondering if you could talk about that a bit.
[NG] Yes, yes. Tupac was the best of his generation, and I think that it •
was very important, what he did, because he stood up for truth in a way (0
people wanted to back then. Tupac is to his generation what Malcom X
was to mine. And truth is out even when people assassinate. They
assassinated him, and it's no question that he was murdered.
[SC] How did you become an OutKast fan?
[NG] Listening to their music, and the spirituals. You know, kids bring #
me things they listen to. That's how. I just try to keep up. I think that
we ask young people to learn, but we're interested. You are expected to
learn jazz, which you should, children should know the spirituals, and
certainly some early gospel, and you should know the difference, and I
think that we have some obligation to listen to bands they play. It's our
culture to stay alive.
[SC] So, do you think that hip-hop is a viable art form?
[NG] It is a viable art form, and it is a trend. Hip-hop is all over the
world. No question about it. All advertising is hip-hop. Baseball is hiphop. I mean, everything. And it has taken over. And what people
wanted to do is knock the people who created it. I mean, they killed
Jesus, but the religion has still come up.
[SC] Do you think that the span of hip hop and the acceptance of hiphop could spread to African-American literature among authors?
[NG] It will. It hasn't yet, but it will. You know, nobody's going to
study hip-hop in college right now because it's too new. I mean, colleges
barely get around to studying World War II, let alone things such as
Vietnam, so it's going to take a while. Hip-hop is a way how we look at
ourselves.
2001 HIKA, 6
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[SC] Could you discuss how you started teaching, what that chance was
like for you?
[NG] I enjoy teaching. I started teaching because I was in writing, too,
and it seemed like a good thing to do. I enjoy young people, and a
college atmosphere is good. It keeps you young, keeps you aware of
things. And I think it helps because writing is a sort of lonely art; if you
don't sort of force yourself to do something, you'll be by yourself all the
time.
[SC] I was wondering if you could talk to me about the status of African
American authors and how you think it has changed, and what you
think the greatest accomplishment authors and poets have made may

be.
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[NG] I think what we've done is we've given a voice to the people. And
considering that during slavery, it was forbidden to read and write, and
the only way to codify our experience was through songs spiritually.
And as we came into emancipation, 1865 and on, of course we were not
literate people as a group. So we built the institutions. I am a graduate
of Fisk University and in 1871, eleven students left there and began the
Jubilee Singers to save our institution. Right as we get into 1895, we get
Plessy vs. Ferguson, and we get a lot of black laws, but we still continue
to build schools. In 1921, we have the Harlem Renaissance and it's a
phenomenon that a generation, people without power began to build
the country. It's a phenomenal thing.
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Cate Whetzel
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Grand Hotel

«
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"Box-cutters" he calls the girls who slice open
Heavy cardboard with chefs' knives,
0
Gently removing painted cheesecakes whirled with raspberry jam,^
Silk pies lacquered with kahlua and chocolate twigs,
0
Unwrapping them like records from a clear, fitted sheath.
A field of white plates, the bakeshop near 7am.
Downstairs he is making my breakfast,
The restaurant has only been open an hour.
"Pancakes," I tell him, "with blueberries."
How many, he says, how many blueberries?
Make it less than New York City, I say
More than Antarctica. Make it like southern Indiana
Where people live in clumps and far apart.
He brings them with syrup, dusted in sugar.
He himself is cigarettes and their rolling papers,
The choking heat of a navy Cutlass with the windows still up,
Metal rims burning and plastic seats sticking,
He himself is the sweltering car and the clear yellow wine
Made from apricots. He is all these things.
We drove away unto another spot in the sun,
Pink with flowers, orange with glazed peach pie.
Market day under awnings: Black women in netted hats
Coming from secretarial desks in church offices,
Sun bleached men in coveralls,
Us, shirts open at the throat.
I should have gone to New York, but I couldn't have known-
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The white spaces between us were filled with surprise.
Some take flashlights to bed; others, rings.

A

The last time was at a fountain. I had run through it
And was dripping, then shivering, the wind was cold and cut
through my shirt
He breathed into my neck until I couldn't see.
"I remember," he said, "when I was in elementary school, football
Was the greatest thing. Once at the high school game,
It was so cold outside
The players took off their helmets and steam rose from their hair."
He spoke into my neck and I saw visions.
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Emily Guy
On Dying
I wish to be buried in Paris.
Anonymously.
There will be no pilgrimages
by dusty Americans
with clogged tongues
and tourist agendas
to my grave,
should fame be a problem.
I imagine a grassy spot,
where children might play cache-cache.
Dead, I will listen
to the miniature French accents
from above, coveting the words
I still don't know.
Sometimes I think that the tulips
and grass over me will grow in French.
Just as the dogs will run,
and the traffic murmur in that tongue.
And I know that my remains will decay
into French soil one word at a time.
Fluency achieved
through the simple solution of burial.
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Perhaps Parisian cremation,
with the fierce popping of gallic flames
would also work. Quicker, yes,
but I prefer to allow the words
to slowly find me underground.
the sounds of the city
would sink down to me,
and I could gradually become
the language I love.
No need to take all at once.
Better to savor the changeimmolation is only for the truly passionate.
Then, my body will become
part of the hum of the city;
a small plot with an American accent
in the native soil of France.
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Saskia Hamilton
The Storm

A storm is gathering.
"Nothing depresses me more
than lamplight in the daytime," she said.
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Kirk Alexander
Earthquake
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The way I look at it, life and death are our mother and
father, respectively. We're fifty percent of each because it's a
"glass half-full half-empty" thing. We're simultaneously living
and dying, depending on the viewpoint. I think it's a custody
battle between two bitterly divorced people, and the judge sides
with the mom at first, but then the judge sees just how horribly
she treats her charges and orphans, what with the pain and
misery she is wont to inflict... so the decision is reversed. Hello,
pater, been a while since I saw you.
The amazing thing to me is that even though they are in
the middle of a huge fight over six billion humans and God
knows how many gnats and aardvarks, they continue to have
more children. I suppose love can be funny that way.
The crappy part is that they can't share. You can't spend
every fourth weekend with dad. No visitations allowed. I
wouldn't mind taking a weeked per month off for a near-death
experience. Maybe we could go to the park and play ball. He
might be a loving father, if we gave him a chance. Sure, he's a
deadbeat, never seems to give us much and messes with our
psyches, but I bear him no ill will. He's just waiting for a good
time for a teary reunion. "Oh, son, I've missed you so..."
Chaos and movement are worked into our genes and the
way they splice together. We are not conceived by stillness; we
are made through chance meetings and the chaotic brushings
that they produce. Once we are embryos, we are bounced around
in our little cells, and this is what we learn to equate with the
world and the way it works. We learn to walk on wobbly legs, so
shaking is nothing new to us; and what is old becomes blase,
becomes tiresome, becomes a sleep-inducer. Planes, trains, and
automobiles sway us with enough to remind us of rockabye
baby, on the tree top.
2001 HIKA, 13
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Motion makes me sleepy. It does not invigorate me as it
does the runner or the shark. It leaves me exhausted and yearn
ing for rest.
Everyone wonders how I slept through the earthquake.
It is not that I slept through it, it is that I absorbed its tranquility.
Earthquakes are nature's lullabye— its way of cradling man in its
arms and gently rocking him, cooing him to rest for a little while.
The lava that emerged from the crack at the plate-splitting is its
blanket, given to us out of love, to ensure a peaceful rest.
So I unconsciously knew not to wake. I am sure I could
have stirred, had I wished to do so. But, being full-grown, I am
not often rocked by loving arms, and I am sure that I took the
opportunity, once it was presented to me, to be a baby again.
That's why my father seems appealing: his house is less
frenetic.
Work does make me sleepy. Everyone else seems to have
an urge to go out and produce, whereas production seems too
much like motion. What some hear in the rhythmic rise and fall
of the surf, I hear in the rise and fall of barons and kingpins. It
becomes nature's cycle, a comforting white noise.
The cynics have always maintained that they were the
realists, that the only true angle on life, stripped of bravado, is
the low one. Others inherently see morality and quality in life,
although their proof has been laughed at as subjective by the
cynics. Some part of me wishes to write off my views as reality.
But, then again, I think that really I'm just being suicidal.
The problem with philosophy is that everyone assumes
that the way they see things is the way everyone should. I'm not
going to take credit for this idea, because I'm not the person who
said it. For some people, sharks never sleep for need of motion.
For me, sloths never wake for need of stillness.
2001 HIKA, 14
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It's just my environment, speaking through me.
My father had hepatitis. His chest swelled up like a
balloon every day as fluid accumulated. A few liters per day. This
was towards the end.
My mother, well, she couldn't take it. She dropped me
off at the hospital. Someone would have called her negligent, but
it was the right thing to do because the people at the hospital
were probably better able to watch after me than she could right
then. She wandered off, could barely see her husband's balloon
chest. She didn't want to see it drained. Her husband was not a
swamp; neither was he an irrigation ditch. She didn't want to
drain him. Neither did she want to smack my hand away from
the hot stove or sigh of the birds and bees. I read my little books
over in the blue chair, while my father prayed that the IV didn't
run out.
He could still talk. Rather than the nurses, I got him
things. I was bored.
So maybe that's where this motion sickness thing comes
from. Maybe that is where this "death life mother father" thing
came from. My environment. My father sped towards death by
not moving at all. Or moving equally, at least. Fluid came in, fluid
came out. One IV in, one catheter out. Everything was balanced.
All the machines were in harmony, telling me that movement
and sleep were great, because they sang to me a little lullabye
with their rhythmic beeps, wooing me to sleep. I learned of
boughs and cradles from them, while my father lay fighting,
praying towards the machines: please, please don't desert me like
my wife and family have.
That was just my environment. That was what I learned,
growing up. So don't think I'm talking universally here. It's not a
realist perspective; it's a unique, personal one.
2001 HIKA, 15
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So the earthquake was big news. But everyone was more
surprised by the fact that I could sleep through it. I don't under- W
stand the fuss. I sleep daily. Earthquakes are rare, and that's a lot 0
of force and pressure and energy popping out. But people don't
get as googly-eyed when you say "massive tectonic plates
W"
shifted, causing half of the valley's houses to crumble" as they do 0
when you add on "and I never woke up for it." I guess the every
day things always shock people more than the huge ones.
^
The city has crossed the thin line between motion and 0
commotion. People are moving double-time to cover for their
comrades who are trying to get homes together, or to help
W
neighbors and friends. Plus, the roads and municipalities are in a (0
mess, so all of the city workers are fretting about. Traffic, of
course, is jammed, and that means that people have to do even w
more work even faster when they eventually arrive late to their 0
jobs.
So people say to me: you have to do the important
W
things in life-- get a job, scurry here, scurry there. Are these
0
things important? They don't seem to play any factor in your
w
happiness, your longevity... so it doesn't seem like nature is
saying "This is a premium over that." Nature is saying to us that 0
"Staying away from hungry lions is more important than being
near them." It is not saying to us "This earthquake is a sign that ^
you should switch your insurance to Met-Life."
*
The neat thing about the hepatitis was that it turned my
father into a mathematical function. Every day, his body was a
little sine wave, up and down. It was like watching the rise and
fall of civilizations and anthills every twelve hours. The domed
city would grow grow grow, but the poor little earth couldn't
sustain it. Bye bye, Rome.
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Not that I thought about that then. No, I was busy with
the television channels. This was before the big heyday of cable,
when hospitals still only had the basics. In the primordial days
when people thought that earth, wind, fire, and water were
enough to make up the world.
What could I say to my father? Hepatitis was not in my
world. I understood that caring was good, hating was bad. I just
didn't know what moral category sadness fell into. It didn't feel
good, but, then again, neither did turning the other cheek, and
that felt right. Culture was there. Books. Television. Nurses. He
wasn't up to cards all the time. Neither was mother.

#
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The nice thing about earthquakes is that they mirror
relationships very well. You start off close, tension builds, then
boom! Farther apart. Still connected, of course. Aftershocks are a
must because women have long memories. It is not over because
the fault line is still there. The issues are still sore. All you
achieved was some thunder and noise. Smart creatures know
when these big fights are coming, but most of us just wake up
one morning and say, "Where did that come from?"
Lots of innocent victims in both.
I thought of this when a blind date asked me, "If you
could be any natural force, which would you be?" He wanted to
be lightning. He was a big social guy. He wanted to bridge the
two opposites, bring the earth and sky close. I think he just
wanted to make a big noise and scare old ladies. A gentle breeze
was my answer, but over time I felt that was a bit too giving to
be me. I'd never want to hurt people, and I've never known
breezes to do that. So it wasn't a bad answer. But breezes are too
much movement. I think I'm better suited as continental drift.
Moving and making changes, just slowly enough that I don't fall
asleep at the wheel. Drift is a force, right?
2001 HIKA, 17
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My father, when he was alive, would have been gravity.
All my memories of him were kind of stern. Maybe it was just my^P
youth, but I don't think you could do anything bad or sinful
^
without his catching on. His eyes were everywhere, on every
thing his little girl did. He never accelerated or slowed, either. He Vp
found a pace he liked and stuck with it. He slowed a little to^
wards the end, but being bed-ridden will do that to you. The man
who can get gravity itself stuck to a bed will tell you that the 9.8 W
meters-per-second-squared rate of acceleration is changeable.
^
My mother thinks my life is off-track, which I don't
W
understand. Life is a train, and it's pretty hard to derail it. It just ^
goes forward, no matter what we choose for it.
Maybe I gave you the wrong impression of my mother. W
She was a good mother and cared for my father. I just don't have ^
many words to say on her.
*
Stillness just seems more natural. The first life forms on
*
land were plants. So much of the environment which surrounds
us is incapable of movement. Our buildings, shrubs, rocks-they're still. I value dependability more than I do anything else.
W
My apartment is always there when I need it, because it doesn't
move.
Sleep is always there when I need it, too.
*
You can find sleeping people. Until we had cell phones,
you had to get out the dogs to track people down when they
were in motion. That's a lot of work.
My father is also dependable, to this day. You can always
find him when you need to have a heart-to-heart.
Although his heart isn't as sharing as it once was.

m

I always hated my heart. It was always moving, but it
2001 HIKA, 18
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never made me sleepy. I don't think four separate chambers
ought to work together so well. It ought to be a little band, with
a drummer chamber, a bassist, a guitar player, and a vocalist who
hogs the spotlight. Too much hard partying. The liver could be
the news media, always reporting on the sad and sundry things
the heart has been up to.
I guess I think too much. It's probably a good thing that
my heart can collaborate as well as it does. That it acts as part of
a human, instead of acting like a whole human. Whole humans
are more problematic than parts of them.
If human beings have free will, it doesn't reside in the
heart.
0'
0
0
0
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The earth moves everyday, and I sleep through its
spinning, yet earthquakes are some special kind of motion I need
to wake up for. I guess it's the difference between your heart's
normal pumping and a heart attack. Yet we bless those who sleep
through their heart attacks, because it was easier that way.
Painless that way.
We should always bless the easy.
Inertia is the only thing that allows me to be awake. It
lets me keep some energy on reserve.
Earthquake is a funny word. Quake. I always associate
that with fear. Earthquakes do produce fear, but they do not
stem from it.
The earthquake sent a lot of people to the hospital,
mostly those with heart problems. Wherever there is a crisis,
there is a lot more motion. People rushing to hospitals and so
forth. Newton is right: for every action, there is an equal but
opposite reaction. The ground spends some energy to let us
know that it's naptime. And we do the opposite: we run around
on an equivalent Richter scale value.
2001 HIKA, 19
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I blame my lack of motive for keeping me from achiev
ing. I give it the weight of my guilt. The truth is that the problem^
is biological. We can't defend against it. But I feel it's my fault for^
never fighting it off. It's not my fault that car rides lull me or that
earthquakes fail to wake me.

<9

I guess this story of mine hasn't gone anywhere. It
wasn't a full-fledged quake on any scale; it was just a rumbling. I W
should have known my hatred for violent energy would bar me ^
from producing some ingenious manifesto. That requires zealous
passion, I suppose. All this did was shake things, maybe knock a W
few dinner plates off the shelves in my mind. Nothing really
<•
noticeable in the long run. Just an expenditure.
I'll never bury Pompeii with my life, ideas, or energies. I'll W
just keep on the track, slowly-- slow enough to stave off sleep- ^
and keep moving where my father waits with his bulging clown
<9
chest.
If my heart ever does split up, I want to send the two
^
pump-in chambers to my mother, life, and the two pump-out
chambers to my father, death. I want to be buried in sections,
w
one chamber of my heart planted towards a different part of the ^
compass. And I want the aftershock of grief to be a mild one, in
proportion to the power of the original tremor. I don't think
that's too much to ask.
*
*
#
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Tracy Ryan
Identikit
Red bird who shadows me
from housetop to kitchen
I have you now
you match the field guide,
however static,
too exactly
to elude me for longhot flare in the bare
uppermost twigs or
0

J0

0
#

J0

0
#

#

blur in the snowy window,
fleeting as temper.
I didn't expect you here:
you are like anything
out of keeping.
I would fit in,
draw walls
around me like
the curtains missing
from every pane.
Instead, I should name you
loud and clear

0

twin to my own
red interior
be in here

0

as you are out there.

0
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Matt Haines
unnaming
a nervous little boy
peeking
over rims and under lids,
pulling drawers,
opening cabinets,
standing and staring
in a doorwaywhile his mother and father
teach him how to pronounce his name.
(film burning like mercury into white)
he could never say
the word that made him
feel what he would see
when he gazed
into the bottoms of pots and pans
and followed the patterns
described by years
of stirrings and preparations
that absently left etchings
that he strangely felt he knewin scratches and tarnished surfaces
he would see a painting
reduced to informative noise.
(brown rusting thin out of silver)
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before,
they would ask the Sybil
to say something from the depths
of her inward gaze,
to speak from the cave
where she obscured herself in smokeshe would reply with the first word
she could feel herself remembering
when the composure of
what she saw shattered
into an unintentional truth
(heiroglyph for disappearance)
"I don't say my name right,"
he says,
following invisible lines
that weave into closed spacereading the accidents that have been made.
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JohnPaul Z. Magenis
The Lepidoptarist at War
The summer rain brought standing water past our hips. The fresh dead
could not be buried long. Each heavy rain sent them floating down
the line-- corporeal ghosts white as fish bellies swollen with ferment,
the industrious slit them open to fill with rocks
so they sank into the muckslow and certain as nightfall.
Two days I have been confined here, my comrades wasted huskscompost ringing the leaf-line. I hide among this belle-'ete's leaves
and pin a man, a moment, under glass. For time slows
for those who play, like damned children, at God.
I know my time now is short.
From the tree, the world swings round beneath me- it stutters where
my breath slows,
stalls as I squeeze. Here time elongates
and the rifle nudges against my shoulder till the bones
speak. Once in this ecstasy, I heard the bullet whine, heard it
slap and crack its way through the body,
until it pierced the spirit, so it ran freecaptive blood bursting arterial walls.
Compressed briefly like guncotton, time expands
and I view my work, magnified through ground glass:
The holding. The crying out.
The frantic hope the spirit will sit heavy in the body.
The hands shoveling pink snakes of intestine into piles
as if the mud might burn them.
Still, they do not see me.
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Were my story ever told, I would be given a medal
for savoring the stillness here. Yet night is coming
with its storms and silence. Night is coming
and my best efforts can only stretch time thin and clear as glass.
Soon will wake the day, when I must descend.
In that moment they will see me:
the lone God they feared for two dayssunburnt, and small.
I hear them pray:

—I hear itthe soft rolling of time across no-man's land.
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Blink
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He wanted to see his own insides. It terrified him that he
had never seen them. Maybe he didn't have a pancreas at all, but w
if he did, he wanted to see it. He wanted to stare down this dark,
wet world that mastered him. He wanted to touch it.
Left ventricle.
Small intestine. Vas Deferens.
Esophagus.
*
Bladder.
Slippery, raw. Red. He wanted to see if it was really red. ^
He had heard that some men could lactate. Maybe if his chest
was open he could see whether he could lactate. His appendix.
He wanted to see his appendix. He sometimes thought his
appendix was about to explode, especially on airplanes and
<•
elevators. Whenever he was trapped. He wanted to squeeze it
dry. He wanted to squeeze everything out of that tricky little
node, that mysterious piece of flesh that bided its deadly time.
He wanted to get his fingers under it. He imagined it limp and *
white in his fingers while he sat in an oil slick of trembling
<*
organs. Wet. Alive. Possibly red.
*
Probably red.
The idea of sitting in a heap of his own innards appealed (jp.
to him. He did not, on the other hand, want to see his own
brain- any more than he wanted to see himself without a face.
He did not want to see bulging eyeballs rotate in their sockets.
He did not want to see the perpetual grin of skeletal teeth. The
face below his face had only one expression. It couldn't cry.
Well, maybe it could. But it couldn't weep. The face below his
*
face was an alien, the same way that his brain was an alien. He
did not want to be reminded that his thoughts were not his own
and that he was not his thoughts. It would kill him. The sight of
his wrinkled cortex would have killed him, frowning at him in his
skull. Just the same as the ghastly vision of a face without a face
could have only made him weep. Not weep. Cry and grin. Cry
2001 HIKA, 26
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and grin and grin and grin.
There was one day at the office when he thought he
could see it. The brunette in the next cubicle saw him and leaned
over. She had big eyes, the brunette. They were a dishwater
color, milky and wet so that it looked as though she was always
crying. Her face was a sun rising over the fuzzy cubicle horizon,
and the two wet moons in her face were ready to drop tears on
him. Sometimes he thought the brunette was the most beautiful
and horrible thing he had ever seen. The moons blinked wetly.
Her lips were parted over her tiny pearl teeth. She said, "Are you
okay?"
"Yes," he said. His knees were up to his chest. There was
no room under the desk. Not even for a brunette with moons for
eyes.
"You don't look okay. Why is your coat over the
screen?"
"I lost my face."
Blink, blink. They were lo and Ganymede, Jupiter's
moons. Jupiter was an angry wasteland that waited for him in
dreams, where he could get lost in the heat and the wind. And
spend eternity looking up at two vigilant satellites. Blink, blink.
She said, "You what?"
"I lost my face." Now he was on his side, and panting.
He thought he might pass out again. The brunette had sunk
back over the horizon, sun out. He wanted to die of
embarassment. Then she was hovering close over him with
someone else, staring down into his face without a face. He
couldn't shut his eyes. Tears were streaming down his cheeks
without cheeks. He wanted to pass out again.
"Are you okay?" It was the big man from the cubicle
next to hers. He had a lantern jaw and a small voice. The big
man's hand was heavy on his shoulder, heavier than he thought
it would be. He imagined them all together, the big man and the
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brunette and himself with no face, sitting in a small boat to
gether as if they were on holiday. The big man was on one side
and rowing, because he was the heaviest. He hummed with his
%
small voice in time with the oars. The brunette would sit on the
to
other side; they would have to sit together to balance the
weight. She would look into the big, bulging eyes and cry for
to
him. She would cry without crying, while sipping tea or hum
%
ming along with the big man and his small voice. Dishwater
would run from her mooncalf eyes. "Can you still drink tea?" she ^
would ask.
"Yes, of course," he would answer.
%
"Then drink some of mine. Oh, if you had lips I would
kiss you!"
How happy they would be.
*
He had passed out again. While the big man tried to
*
revive him, he was on Jupiter with the wind and the nothingness.
Two satellites to pity him forever and ever. Blink, blink.
*

to
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*
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Benjamin Keating

The river is frozen, dear,
he said, and the tears you shed
and the love you bled will freeze;
our marriage of contradictory
desire leaves me lucid.
That is, dear, bridges never
burn, the end is never near.
Even now, from across the Atlantic,
all that's left is your absence.
Only your nature is contradictory,
she replied, and what I bled
you let me bleed.
This distance you speak of can be closed.
And in the end, dear, the only end,
your actions and syllables
build one intent: to mend yourself.

#
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Peter Barker-Huelster
October
All that survive here are ghost stories.
Apparitions in old rooms filled with light;
the shadow of a face on a windowpane
wavy with time.
The sun lengthens everything,
turning shadows to monsters
and the five minutes before it sets
into an eternity.
You can touch the cornerstones here.
You can run your hand along
a wooden railing or walk up a staircase
and know who else has done the same.
Stand in a hallway
with walls of cool whitewash and dark
paneling and remember
what you thought you heard.
Think that you might have seen
the place where you will die.
You will become a story, too;
an old malcontent
shuffling through rooms
you should have left behind.
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Nick Karasievich

The spring rain I thought
I'd never see you again the gold
pin that holds your hair
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John Kinsella
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Fourth Essay on Linguistic Disobedience

%
%

"A text is not a text unless it hides from the first comer, from the first
glance, the laws of its composition and the rules of its game."
Derrida
"Know all men by these presents that I, Henry Thoreau, do not wish to
be regarded as a member of any society which I have not joined."

Taking the fifth, he avoided the traffic. The organism
wasn't feeling comfortable, though the sun bright and everything blue.
In the canyons, prayers are trapped halfway; cooling,
eventually dropping- churned up by pedestrians and cars. Advocacy
redecorates, brings in old fireplaces, pronounces
death-again sentences on leather chairs.
I have no clubs and no belonging, though the marks- amatory, elegaic,
territorial,
of the twenty-eight parrot, on the bark of differing geographies,
erase none of my loyalties. This is not romanticism.
Continuation of lines of branches and twigs in the leafless woods
takes us back, imploded to fractals, hesitant at the solid point
of interruption: soundless. In the rock-garden
skinks move out of the tepid, a willy-willy
weaves garlands out of the crop: gamenya,
tall and high on protein. This house is stranded in that field,
the roof is giving way and red brick crumbling.
There's a well nearby fed by a spring. Salt-rings
mark decline. Birds here are shunned
and strings of fragments come undone.
What's of me here? he asks, memory
faster than time, the whole lot imploding.
His Auntie will not visit the farmhouse she raised
children in; her new place is decorated with photos
of the old place, a curatorial space. Recently he went out
to take a look, preparing a report then abandoning it to a carmine
sunset2001 HIKA, 31
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insects thick on the windscreen, the twenty-eights tracked the car
as always, white cockatoos abandoned mallee trees.
At the cross-roads a shearer or young driver
cut sick: figure-eights and "doughnuts' engraved deep.
On the sign at the corner of Mackey and Cold Harbour Roads,
a fox was impaled— its tail bristled like headgear.
Bounty hunters call it "poling', or 'shishkebabing'.
It's what you do with "foreign muck'. A sharp taste
in their food brings it on. The Needlings burnt without
touching the paddocks- it doesn't happen like this anywhere else,
as far as we know. Sheep spread out evenly,
as if placed to make something happen.
Belonging to this is not desirable.
Unbelonging, I make conversation
with like-minded people. A wedge-tailed eagle is seen
on a fence-post and none of the party wants to shoot it. I select
this society. The guns will overwhelm you! a skeptic declares, safe
in the anonymity of the world wide web. We will absorb
consequences. Sun burns even in winter here,
skin mutating. Its despotic face is passionate and unrelenting,
making language form. A spoonbill sifts units of water,
silt-heavy and charged with mosquito larvae,
in the gulch, creek, ravine, stream, gulley...
solubility, intactness... not a technical piece in a legal sense,
an 'impressionistic' account as a means of redress,
just ice concurrent with heat.

*
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Patrick J. Norton
Lacking
"I said to my soul, be still, and let the dark come upon you
Which shall be the darkness of Cod."
—T.S. Eliot
There is the fear that his tie is on crooked. Were someone to ask him his top ten fears in descending order from least to
most, he would have to spend several days on the actual seman
tics of it all, though without doubt he could list them, and as no
one has actually asked him the question (it is only a self-imposed
hypothetical), he would only, currently, be able to say positively
that crooked tie would come before, in descending order, unzipped fly and after loose thread on shirt. That is assuming, of
course, that the list was composed solely of fashion related
phobias, otherwise the entire composition of the thing would
have to be re-evaluated; unnoticed dollop of shaving cream
behind ear would certainly throw off the fine balance.
He wonders if he is a hypochondriac. The question has
been raised with several of his medical practitioners. Each time
he asks, there arises a warm burn of guilt in the back of his head:
awareness of a condition should in and of itself discount the
possibility of that condition, therefore by asking the question he
felt he was wasting the valuable time of whoever was intended
to respond. After several no's and a maybe he decided that a
straight answer was impossible due to his own logic and guilt
after asking. This led him to a course of action in which he
consciously and falsely constructed diseases to be examined by
his medical practitioner, who would identify each disease as
constructed and false (there being nothing wrong with him) and
after no less tha seven visits finally asked him if he'd ever heard
of the therm hypochondria. Which is how he got prescribed
fluozetine and clomipramine.
From this rose another dilemma: to recap: since adoles2001 HIKA, 34
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cence he had been overly self-conscious to the point that he
knew he was overly self-conscious but could do nothing to stop
this behavior and so worried even more. And as far as he was
concerned he had been sick more often than not and not just
fake-sick but down-on-your-knees-head-on-the-rim-emptyinglast-night's-dinner-into-the-bowl-sick, though the vomiting could
have been a physical manifestation of internal conflict-the
violent, acidic purging of an unhappy soul. Since nothing could
be found which one might point at and say aha, there is the
problem, he began to wonder if he was a hypochondriac. Bring
ing him back to the guilt paradox, forcing him to fake a condition
he believed he had, botching the legitimacy of the final evalua
tion, i.e. if he asked the docs told him no and if he consciously
faked it then the diagnosis ultimately meant nothing anyway.
Maybe he was subconsciouly in it for the drugs. He was
only interested in them as mind numbing forms of recreation,
but the side effects of both fluozetine and clomipramine were
too much for him to handle (since he didn't even know if he
needed them anyway), so he carried the bottles around with him
as representations of what prescription drugs meant to him. He
realizes that because they are, in fact, prescription drugs it is
ridiculous to view them as representations of themselves; by his
logic, however, he has denied them of their purpose by not
taking them, and has thus turned them into symbols not simply
of themselves but of prescription drugs as a whole. He wished he
had some drugs to kick him back a notch as the symbolic imag
ery/iconography of said drugs was failing to have any real effect
on him.
All this in his head as he shrugs himself off in the couch,
exhaling dense smoke into the crowd. The question now be
comes: how did he get here? The answer is: irrelevant. And
should he awake.
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Meredith Ishida
-Reader-Poet-PoemIn the window you are working,
and various things
seem to vibrate in the sun: soapy dishes, spider perched on the
mantel, a green rag tossed
over rising dough.
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You draw the drapes- afternoon shynessso I turn back to the fallow field where currents of air, like Indian *
cobras, are oozing clear
and charmed in waves of heat.
These days I am building a fence
along your land and the highway. I measure the lines, straight,
pound posts in the moist,
welcoming dirt, wrap thin sliver wire around the wood.
Once, I get lost in the fields, corn stalks rustling all about
like one hundred crazy people rushing towards me.
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A faraway gunshot, and a dark pheasant
rises somewhere from the corn with the deep flapping of wings, (p
and I start to run.
I'm dodging the leaves that reach and cross
like dry outstreched hands barely touching, running to turn with
the rows, and finally
burst from the field like a sigh.
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I fall on the rusted tank of propane, and grasp the pale weeds,
covered in dark insects.
Curious, you come outside in a dirty apron.
And as you come this way, I open my mouth to explain.
But you drop your apron, look beyond, cast dark eyes on a
rustling behind me, something startled in the brush.
As I turn a young dark swallow, seemingly born from the ground,
crawls through
decaying leaves, outstretches his neck and soars like an angel's
shadow flying straight up.
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Cate Whetzel

%
Interview With Mark Levine

[CW] So what's the creative writing program like at Iowa?

*
%
*

[ML] Well, I think it's one of the biggest programs in the country. Let's
<•
see... there are about fifty students of poetry and fifty writing in fiction.
Iowa's students, as well as teachers, are very partial to the place, but I
{p.
think it's really an incredibly good atmosphere for it, for young writers.
The students themselves are very, very talented and curious. And they
are writing in any number of different ways. There's not any particular ^
kind of style, or any dogma associated at all with Iowa. I think it's a
^
really experimental atmosphere in the broad sense of the word, that you
have students really trying to figure out what their possibilities are,
«
what they can do with their work. How they can find the way to
express the thing they want to express that they don't even know they ^
want to express. So it's I think it's a very large, alive, vibrant atmo^
sphere. It's not an academic environment at all. It's a studio environ- ^
ment. The main class of students, they are a workshop, once a week.
And then they take seminars that all the writers take. In poetics,
composition, so they're not scholarly. The proportion of students can
take whatever they want to take in the university. The only question is ^
trying to figure out how to read, from the point of view of people who
write. And the workshops are a lot like that, too. It's really, ultimately,
about trying to figure out how to read poetry and the possibilities you w
can bring to it.

v

[CW] What is it like working with the students?
[ML] It's a place where young writers really have that much opportunity
to just devote themselves single-mindedly to poetry. Kind of coming
^
together with one another and learning the same amount from each
^
other. I've seen it with a lot of students. It's very exciting to be around ^
the students who are really at the beginning of this sort of process of
poetic discovery; of poetry for themselves.
[CW] Tell me about getting accepted to Iowa.
[ML] There's no great mystery to it. It's like you give it some thought
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and submit about 10 or 15 pages of poems. We get about 400 -500
applicants a year. The faculty runs through the submissions and assigns
a score to the manuscript and then each member of the faculty makes a
judgment to let them in. It takes a while, and we admit about 25 - 30
people, but it's not that difficult. We certainly try to make sure that
we're getting a diverse class in a bunch of different ways. Primarily
we're interested in aesthetic diversity. We don't want overall writing to
be the same, what's popular, what's fashionable. We want people who
are writing for creating their own form, people who are interested in the
poetics of experimentation. People who are trying with an art of
imaginative fire. I usually see it there, too. I really think the students
learn there. The teachers are picking up on the students more, too, who
interact with each other in interesting ways. Most of the learning that
goes on at Iowa happens among the students themselves. Hanging out
there or at the bar, or having little sessions. If you think Kenyon is
isolated, take fifty students who are 25 to 30 years old and put them in
Iowa City where there is nothing to do but talk about poetry and you
get all kinds of interesting social and poetic developments.
[CW] Next question doesn't relate at all to what we're talking about.
How do you integrate journalism and poetry?
[ML] I don't really integrate them. They're different parts of what I do,
and it can be difficult if I'm working on an article to work on poetry.
Though I've been trying to. I usually need down-time to work on an
article so I can work on something. But usually I try to use journalism as
a way to exercise my curiosity about things I don't know anything
about. In a way it's like, what works for me about colleges, is when you
don't have much opportunity to learn about the things outside of your
field any more. For me, writing a magazine article is like taking a very
extensive course. You do a lot of research and you talk about people
who are in the field and you go to your place and you come back and
write your book, your paper basically; your report. So intellectually it
can be quite stimulating and challenging, also, because they're very
different types of writing. I do think, at times, there is a way in which I
can find stuff from poetry between my concerns with poetry and the
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things I've written about journalistically. And it works in two ways.
First, I've done a number of profiles on people who are either in the art,
or doing things that need to be examined in the kinds of terms that are
*
used in talking about the art. I just wrote about a performance artist
who was a juggler, and I wrote about a very great skateboarder. I write
about people who are undertaking specific modes of expression that
involve their extraordinary amount of commitment and skill and doing
it at a level that no one else has ever done, and so that becomes some
kind of trans-formative act. So in some ways I think that whenever I've *
written a profile, I've ended up talking about that person's activities in
the terms that I use to talk about poetry. Another type of art that I've
printed has to do with cultural situations and cultural anxiety in
W
particular landscapes. And I'm not a conventional journalist. I'm not, ^
probably for the worst, really, but I'm not interested in finding out the ^
facts. Facts, usually, are beyond view by society. What I'm interested in fefinding out is how people live in and imagine the objective contributions
that they've been subjected to or confronted with. And that, to me, is w
not a whole lot different than what one is always doing in poetry, which ^
w
is trying to look, which involves imagining and reimagining your
relationships, a whole set of objective material. Whether it's the
^
imaginative landscape, or whether it's the objective material of life of
language, and how that negotiation through language gives you access W~
to people's minds. So, I know it's rather abstract...
^
[CW] No, no, I'm just wondering if that could be the reason for the title
of "The Enola Gay"? Or not? I'm just looking at the whole itself.
[ML] There's nothing journalistic about it here. But I think that I'm
certainly, in the books I write, interested in thinking about things to
think with; historical, cultural, and political issues and anxieties. Not in
a direct way, certainly not as direct as we would in journalism. Basically,
all lyric poetry is how we're interested in how we think about the world
we have been given. And how we make that world by our actions and
our language. I think the thing about the title of a book like this is a
foreground of a relationship to one of the most problematic historical
events of the century. In a way that a lot of poetry has been, a lot of
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lyric poetry has been abundant to engage with historical or political
issues. To me, and I am not about either the interpretation of this as a
lot of poets have been, but to me the separation between the literary
effort and the political, the social world, is an arbitrary seperation. And I
think that all the levels of data and consciousness are all materials of
poetry. So, I'm interested in telling the truth of the real world. I don't
know what it is, I don't think anyone really knows what it is, but I
believe that it's there. I believe the real world is a kind of endlessly
complicated combination between what we're presented with and how
we think about that.
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Kaliis Smith

Tracks
so can i
massa missis
pancake boxes
of rice, tom's my uncle
the monkey too
collard greens and chitterlings
them that do [dem dat do]
alliteration]
brown sugar, chocolate
stallion [show us your teeth]
honey dipped caramel
coast eaten history
so many stories told on
ly to the Atlantic
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Nicholas Roux
Assuming a Bridge
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Assuming a bridge people cross in twospairs and pairs and pairs.1
Supported by cracked, wooden piers
that bury their bases in an unseen, sandy bottom.1
Held by high tension cables,
woven in intricate, geometric patterns
outlining transparent trianglesthe strongest of all shapes.»
Yet the pairs cross- despite the warning-4
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'Perhaps like the animals boarding Noah's ship,
or the procession behind a coffin.
One preserving life from an abyss,
the other placing a body into the surface of one.
'No doubt these would have some type of footing,
most likely concrete, like a declarative sentence.
Concrete will push out water to dry, but until it does
will scald skin with burning-burrowing grains.
'So tight that if they snapped it would sound
like a wobbling saw, and could cut-slice someone in two.
Another pair created by the erosion of the shapethe bee's honeycomb, when used properly, can be stronger.
•Cut you into two
then threes.
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Royal Rhodes
A Parade of Elephants
We swayed in the narrow seats as the bus
lumbered through the high gate
of the wild animal farm. Zebra
and bison roamed free. In a tent,
stretched taut and painted with stars
like the inside of heaven, the elephants
waited. And tiny children climbed
up a ladder to wooden benches
arched on each mammoth-- moveable castles.
The youngsters, screaming delight, were almost
as loud as the jangle of iron chains
cuffing the slow, shuffling legs.
• • •

The Portugese king, seeking favors,
presented the Medici pope with Hanno,
an elephant that like Hannibal
recalled ancient wars and Rome's
rescue. The pontiff lifted a flawless
emerald oval and peered at length
into the great grey eye, unblinking.
How had Adam named such a thing?
The fixed earth trembled beneath
this white gift kept at the Borgo
Saint'Angelo. Even in sleep
its jaws moved and stomach rumbled.
It genuflected grandly on cue.
Domestic elephants, it was noted,
prefer to be trained by a single master.
•
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Public television showed
a kind of reunion between female
elephants, that a circus or zoo
once owned decades ago. And now,
retired and scarred, both were housed
in a midwest refuge. And when the truck
brought the younger up to the barn,
the elder rushed and leaned against her,
its nimble tail like the brush of an artist.
Mottled hide to hide, they felt
each other-- blind reporters feeling
a wall, a fan, an upright log,
and a snake. The wranglers had lowered the bars
dividing them, so they stood all night
side by side; and we heard until dawn
their extended trunks triumphantly trumpet.
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Andy Grace
Sestina: Memories Found Inside my Mother

age 3
my doll's head three nails in smooth wood
red dress blue sky frightening the birds
dragging a doll and book I have read
words never understood the perfect
grass father trims while memory
is still corruptible I drag it behind
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you are a wall I hide behind
above our names tattoed in wood
pleasure dome or terror dome of memory
covers raw smell of rain listen to me birds
I am made of words as they fall apart perfectly
I am not a book of a girl to read

%

*3
yet I was a mirror you could hold up to read
combed wig pearls dust my mother left behind
for us almost a question on her perfect
lips her figure and a thread of truth lowered in wood
nail shoved through bible and assassin birds
takes nothing from her memory
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children are unstoppable as memory
misspelled words poetry I cant read
the garden died so did the birds
winter draws no sky night and birth behind
I held my sons as if I carved them of wood
the tiring raw mechanism perfect
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there are no steps up to my perfect
house no string from here to memory
just shadow owl man boys dogs wood
so fast so how hard it is to read
one day erasure lunged at the from behind
my mouth panic inside cage and birds
53
revolving self beneath the birds
announcing blue sky hospital paralysis of perfect
speech you meant to but remained behind
sickness as in blackness in veins or memory
marathon of the redness of night, someone read
aloud to me I was drifting into wood
envoi
behind the wood the birds still hide their nests
a house of memory and mud the shreds
of handwriting too perfect to read
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Saskia Hamilton
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Unknowing
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The breath is scurrying away now. It
keeps itself hidden
during the long winter, although
today the fog indicates disagreement
between the soil and air.
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Phil Brooks
Homesickness

You're sorry you came.
The dingy rooms mumble in their sleep. And the rusty
water issuing from the tap is gargled at all hours by your operasinging neighbor.
You never should've left wherever you were last. The
sun reached the streets at a more pleasing angle there. Local
authorities provided picnic lunches, smiles on all the statuary,
good translations. In every church, Christ hung gleeful on his
cross. Even the dog had steak and potatoes.
Here, the smoke of last trains, black staircases, trashstrewn airshafts, leaky pipes, a blind tenant's mailbox with the
name crossed out in pink lipstick, mice who don't bother to
scurry when the light is switched on, people who do.
Everything's mildewed, abashed, jerry-rigged, smirkingly apolo
getic in the manner of one who ends up posthumously infamous.
In short, you've had it with all the murky atmospherics.
Where is the New World from here? Which way to the Champs
Elysee? I can't even spell it, much less get you there.
There are ways out, however.
If you know the password.
And you must learn to love the unjust god I keep
swaddled in this dresser drawer.

#
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Tracy Ryan
Raccoon
So you really do exist. Slowly cautious,
slumping by this window
wide as the screens where I've only
ever seen you till now
where I sit and sit and
cannot writeyou, foreign as inspiration
plodding as method.
Myopic, I take a moment to place you
plump as a homely cat and silent
thicker than fox and
masked in movement.
Now in focus, you evoke our numbat
and under threat- I hear
they call you fur-bearer
no wonder you go low-key
come without fuss
and leave no trace.
0

9
9
9

By the time I've fixed you
you're elsewhere, according
to your nature, hand-scratcher, trickster,
solitary visitor.
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Jeffrey A. Boyle
Reverence for the Book
is what you called
it as you trudged beside
the Mississippi, carrying vellum,
quills with which to make pens;
did you hope to come across eggs
with which to make the ink?
Did you carry a container for the cobalt
that creates the brilliant blue?
Between Latrobe and St. Cloud, was
there ever any thought that what you
were doing was ludicrous? There
is always a line, and I've come
to it more often than I'd care to admit.

WW

w
V
V
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In 1855 your group made its way north,
cold cracking your leather sandals
and seeping through your cowls
to your shorn scalps. This illuminated
Bible was something distantly conceived
yet unrealized, and your group
would not be around to see it.
Instead, we, who might not
even believe, can peer
into the scriptorium, oddly omnipotent,
oddly God-like and witness this Bible
colored and lined, dusted with native
moths and scripted by a cramping hand,
hunched over the skin of several sacrificial lambs.
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Rose Talbert
Interview With Walter Mosley
[RT] When asked to describe your writing method in the past,
you just say "Writing." Is there any way you could elaborate on
that?
[WM] Not really, but the truth is there's a first sentence. And if
you have the right first sentence, you have the novel. So when I
wrote "Devil in a Blue Dress," my first sentence was, "I was
surprised to see a white man walk into the bar; It's not because
he was white but that he wore white leather shoes and a shirt
with a panama straw hat and bone white shoes against flashing
white silk socks." Something like that. I knew everything about
the book when I wrote that first sentence. The theme, the
music, the character who said it, all that stuff. And, the book
was easy after the first sentence.
[RT] When you go to press, is the first sentence you send to the
publisher usually the same one that you actually first wrote?

9
0

[WM] Not always. Sometimes it changes, sometimes it doesn't.
The first sentence is the sentence that launches the book for me.
it might change, but that one didn't. Most of the time it doesn't,
most of the time it's the same first sentence for me.

9
0

[RT] What made you first want to tell your stories to other
people in the form of the novel?

9
0

[WM] I could say I've always been a story-teller. I like sitting
around, telling stories of what happened, what went on, so it
never started. It always was. Writing... I was writing and it just
kind of lead to a different things. And now I'm in my thirties,
you know. Once I started writing it just lead to that career.

9
0

9
9
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[RT] Is there any advice you have for people who are aspiring to
be writers while they're still in college?
[WM] I don't think college has much to do with it one way or the
other. It's nice to have time to be able to concentrate on your
writing. But the truth is that in order for you to be a writer, you
have to write. Most writers write every day, and it doesn't
matter how long you write every day, just as long as you do, and
that's all you need. Other than that, everything else will fall into
place.
[RT] You went to a city school in New York for writing. Do you
think that helped you?
[WM] It helped me, especially in the way that I was around
other writers. Other people who thought of themselves as
writers. People who taught writing. There were a lot of people
there so it was wonderful in that.
[RT] How important do you perceive college to be on the whole?

%

*
[WM] The question is how important does society see college on
%
a whole for a person? Are there other alternatives? I think there
are, but in this society even if you follow one of the alternatives, %
it's very difficult to get recognized. So in one way college is
%
indespensible because of the way the culture sees it. I think
college is very valuable for some people, and others I don't think %
it helps too much.
%
[RT] Would you consider "Easy" in your "Easy Rollins" series to
be a role model for other people?

It%
%-
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[WM] I don't think of him like that. I mean, I think that he's an
ideal character, but more that someone wants to know, rather
than someone wants to be.
[RT] Would you ever consider writing a novel with a white
protagonist?
[WM] I'm sure I'll consider it. I haven't done it, but you know
there are too many characters in R.L.'s Dream. One of them was
a white woman, so I wouldn't have a problem with that.
[RT] Do you think that being a poet helped you as a novelist?
[WM] I think that studying writing is the most important thing a
novelist can do. I'm really bad as far as that's concerned, but I
studied it, and I think I learned a lot about rhyme, about meta
phor, about extended metaphor, about all the important things
about poetic matter.
[RT] Do you have a favorite book?
[WM] My favorite novel is "The Stranger" by Albert Camus.
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Philip A. Stephenson
Johnnie Walker and Angostura
You have been drinking all day.
You refuse to be sorry for this. No. You are not at all
sorry. You very nearly say so aloud, in general, at this bar to
whoever may hear. But you do not. That would surely be the
mark of a drunk. It would be the mark of someone who is drunk,
rather. But you, however, are not drunk. Standing up and turning
from the bar to face the room, you illustrate this point to your
self. Your Manhattan's ice slides and clicks rather drily. This is the
sort of place that people travel to in order to eat or to drink
solely. It is for each person either a bar or a restaurant. It was not
made for this brand of listless pre-dinner drinking of yours. You
should be a far more flamboyant man, perhaps with an escort.
You have to raise your eyebrows at that in spite of yourself and
because of yourself. But you know that you shouldn't even be
here at all. The bar is cloistered off to the side, in its own distinct
antichamber. The place doesn't facilitate a smooth transition
between the two; from between the diners and the drinkers. But
you have a nervous habit of arriving early, and it can't be helped.
You don't want to sit out in the lobby like some sort of an
asshole or some stiff in the goddamn waiting room with his wife
in labor.
She should be here soon. She will be here soon, and you
may only have one other drink before she arrives. You should still
be nursing it, in a nice way, with both some authority and some
polish when she arrives. The sort of person who puts themsleves
out in these ads must be punctual. When you turn around, the
bartender has already gotten you another, and you nod at him
affably as you leave him a bill. There is nothing like Black Label,
and you smile as you reposition yourself leaning back against the
bar, looking toward the door, trying at looking nonchalant. One
of the waiters ducks into the bar area for a
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hurried word with the tender. He is a tall man, a very tall man,
this waiter, thin and dark. Speaking as he was, off to the side of
the bar, and, in a whisper out of the side of his mouth, he as
sumed a particular aura of anonymity. He could have been
anyone, anywhere. This could be a bar in bloody Madagascar. No
accent, no definitive profile, no nothing. Then this gorgeous
woman walks in.
You think to edit yourself, to go back and revise your
thoughts. She might just be "cute" or "catching" or "attractive" or
"sexy," maybe even a "borderline fine." But you were right the
first time. Unless she was "borderline fine," which has a nice ring
to it. You congratulate yourself for thinking of it by taking a sip.
You notice your cherry has no stem. She has got to be your date.
But you can't rush up to her, not immediately. This whole
situation is desperate enough. You swirl your drink and pretend
to daydream. You can see a bit of the dining room, and you lean
slightly out to the side as if you were really just noticing the label
on the double magnum of mid-70's Rothschild that stands on the
sideboard of the back tables. The whole potted plant bit, that you
really are just noticing. Then you start to think that maybe the
bottle of Rothschild was a dummy. Is there a market for empty
wine bottles? There has to be.
"Excuse me," she says.
You turn halfway around before you realize that she's
talking to the bartender. It's hard to play it off. You set your
drink on the bar, and before the guy can respond to her, you've
raised your hand and said something almost polite, very nearly
authoritative and vaguely beseeching about a splash of bitters.
He turns towards you for a second, but then he's got to answer
her, so he turns back to her and raises his head, in that manner of
men in professions such as his, asking what she wants. It's the
reverse nod. You think to yourself that the bitters are going to
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%
make this drink godawful. You take a long sip.
"Your brandies?" she asks.
Her manner is crisp. This manner, on a beautiful woman, ^
is invariably pissy. That's not necessarily that bad. It's not crip
pling, anyway, and you're not overly worried about the prospects %
of the evening in spite of it. She was the one with the need for an ^
ad, after all. You turn full to the bar and look her over in the
%
mirror behind the speed rail. Her dress is a rich violet, a plum
type thing, and you wouldn't have noticed it so much if not for
%
her eyeshadow, which sets it off. She has a round face with full
lines in the cheekbones, which give her an aura of regalness. Or %
she could just be a real bitch. She has these almost golden hazel
%
eyes, but with the angles of either a north African or an Indone
%
sian. But she's so pale that...
"Excuse me," came a voice.
%
She didn't say that, did she? You were looking right at
her, and the bartender hadn't even finished taking her drink
request. You're really puzzled, and you blink, and you see your
self across the speed rail, and there is a little woman standing
behind you. You watch her tap you on the shoulder, in reverse.
You watch youserlf as you begin to turn. Then there she is in
front of you.
"Do you have change for a fifty?" she asks.
"Pardon me?" you say back.
You were a little bit late with the reply, and you're still
trying to take all of this in. You feel inappropriately uncomfort
able, and you notice for the first time that perhaps you have
been inappropriately uncomfortable all this time, tonight.
"I, uh, I'm sorry, I gave the waitress," she pauses here and ^
points to her little table for one, across the way,"a hundred dollar
bill and the change, the change is too big. I just thought I'd ask..." %
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"No, uh, no, it's fine. I'm sorry. Sure."
Then you're fumbling, rather publicly impotent, trying to
find your wallet, broadcasting your status as a back hip-pocket
man caught at a bad time in a bad place, trying to be an inner
vest-pocket man. Where could she have gotten that dress? She's
just so little. Are her eyes hazel or green? None of this is gelling
the way that it should. She stands about $'i". She has long black
hair done in fine, fine braids, almost individual strands but for
the way they slide over one another so distinctly. Her skin is so
rich and smooth, not that it was like mahogany, but that ma
hogany was like it, was like her, polished and intentional. For a
moment it occurs to you, very late, that it might be her that you
are waiting on. You think to yourself what a funny beginning this
would be.
"Thank you so much. I hope this hasn't been such a
terrible imposition," she says.
But you couldn't have been waiting for her.
"No, not at all," you say, trying to exude joviality,
handing her the bills.
She smiles at you.
"Thank you again. Could I trouble you for the time?"
You look at your wrist and the gold, the ancient artificial
contrast, the time involved. "Thirteen past eight," you say, and
she nods and smiles, and she leaves you.
You finish off your drink and decide that you need to go
to the restroom. As you turn around to go and do this, you
realize that you feel rather odd. Then you notice her, and you
realize the reason that you feel rather odd. It is not polite to
stare. Although you do not tell her this. She looks far too pleased,
and you have far too acute a need for the facilities.
"You must be Joseph," she says.
"Yes," you say, "And you must be Alyssa."
*
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She smiles, pleased to hear her own name. You think to
yourself that the little woman is probably outside by now.
%
"Have I kept you waiting?" she asks.
V
"No, no, of course not," you lie.
You are wondering at this point of the evening how in
W
the hell you managed to end up here in this position, right this
^
second. It must have been the public schools, right? It maust
have been the metal detectors and the cameras on the buses, and W
the bubble sheet tests, because you are not supposed to be here. ^
You don't know why. But there it is. She, on the other hand,
Alyssa, is here and is supposed to be here. She is smooth and
%
polished and those are not cubic zirconia around her neck. She
has certainly never been to Yonkers. She would not consider for a
moment drinking Christian Brothers, and she came here in a cab. WShe doesn't eat red meat, and if you stayed here, after you stayed ^
here and you ate with her and you went home with her, she
would wrap her legs around you in a practiced manner, and she
would roll the dice: because that is what she is here to do.
<d
"Pardon me for a moment, I think I left my lights on,"
<*
you hear yourself saying.
Then you are off, and you don't even check to see her
^
expression because you don't care how the remark came off,
because you just want out, and you will get out. The restrooms w
are off down a little hallway leading off from the lobby and you ^
think to go down it and just sit in a stall and take a piss and try to
figure out if you really are just drunk and if that isn't really the **
root of all of this. That could be nice. But you don't turn. You are ^
not drunk. You are going outside. When you get outside, you see
the little woman from moments and hours before walking away. ^
When you see her walking away, you do not stop, and you do
^
not hesitate to think or to hazard a guess as to why she is just
walking away from this restaurant in Midtown and how she just ®
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managed to get out of there spending less than fifty bucks on
dinner. No, not at all. You run to her. She turns to you before
you reach her, and she looks frightened.
"Hey... I..." you say.
She draws back from you, either cold or frightened, and
perhaps both.
"I'm sorry. I... I'm really, really sorry, but I... it just made
me think, in the bar back there. Are you from around here?"
"New York?"
"New York, yeah, I'm sorry. New York."
"No. I'm not from around here."
"Oh, well. Well, I was wondering anyway. If... I was
wondering if I could call you sometime."
She was losing the scared look, but she was definitely
cold out here. You're really cold, too, and you shift your feet
around. She's thinking all of this over, and you wonder what sort
of night she's had, eating dinner alone. All of a sudden you feel
somewhat like a child.
"Yes. I guess so. That'd be OK," she says.
Then she's gone again, and you're outside, and you're
cold, and it seems like you'd never seen her the second time at
all, just the cars and the lights and the wind, at night, out on the
street. So you want to go inside.
When you do, and you're feeling especially nice since it's
so warm, and you've just tucked away a business card in your
back pants pocket, and you've just picked up a box of house
matches and sidled over to the bar with a fresh cigar, shaking the
smoking match and showcasing the appropriate stride, and you
remember just in time to pull out your Infiniti keys so she can see
them as you put your hands on the bar to motion the man for
your next drink-- when you've done all that, then the night may
really begin.
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The two of you are seated in a crescent corner booth
%
which has admirable qualities, among which are the facts that it
W
is dark, it is velvet, and it is secluded. You congratulate yourself
silently as you make it, quite as planned, all the way through the W
selection of the wine without once looking at her. It is only as
%
she picks her appetizer that you direct your attention towards
her. You can tell that she is hungry for the notice, but she doesn't %
look back until after you both order. She is even more startling
than before.
"I loved your tape...," you begin.
She smiles and laughs. She's damn excited to be here or
something.
"I am Joseph Nevels,"you say.
Tm Alyssa Goddard-Reis." But neither of you extend a
hand or anything.
"Given?"
"Yeah. Uh. It's kind of a boring story, but anyways, it was
the seventies..."
"OK. Fair enough. OK." You allow yourself to chuckle.
"I always kind of wished for just, you know, my mother's
name. Reis. Alyssa Reis. It sounds less..."
"Affectatious?" You realize you're going out on a ledge
with that one.
"Whatever. Yeah. But I just never wanted the hassle of
changing it."
"Hmm."The wine has just arrived. "That is funny. My
brother changed his name and I think... I don't know for sure, but
it seemed, for how long it took, like it must've been pretty easy.
In New York."
"I'm from the city."
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"Never looked into it?"
"No. Not really."
"Hmm."
You pick up your glass and swirl it idly for the waiter,
who stands by. You take a sip and nod, and he pours her glass
and disappears. You top off your own and hope for a lull in the
conversation. There is something wrong. This is very nice.
"So, you grew up here?" she says.
"Yeah. Beach 86 out in Far Rockaway."
You wouldn't have normally told someone that, and yet
you did, and there was something so wrong. You try to hide in
your wine and think. Then there it is. Why is she so nice, now?
Why is she so beautiful and yet still in the personal ads? Why
does she look so young? The name matches. The voice matches.
Why do you feel like this? Calm down. Play the game. This will
be good. It has to be. You brought the platinum card. The eiswein
is brilliant. Your apartment is spotless. Fuck it. You get up, go to
the can, sit down in a stall and puke between your legs. You
freeze your bloody ass off hailing a cab.
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Jen Hammond
Study in Silences
And then, the girl turned into time and ran away from my father.*
He followed her course.
*
The sun would have bounced off of her red hair; it must have
been bright enough for him to follow her. He kept sight of her
for years.

%§.

*
*

He followed her through camps and communion lines; to smoky *
basement juke joints; onto boats loaded with crates of grenades; ^
up the steps; where he met another woman.
My mother joined him, but I doubt she ever saw the girl.

^

He met her at a party in college: one of the many he poured a
drink for. Her smile lingered on his lips for days. I am sure they
did not speak.

*
^

He must have seen a part of her in me (or me in her) and that
accounts for our silence.

%
^
*

I wonder if my hair will reflect enough light to lead him on, just ^
for a while.

t

£<?
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the gravity of the situation

*
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most people's muses urge them,
push pull yearning towards the
great virtual paycheck
mine carries a sledgehammer

9
0
~
*

and makes me take the bus.
Her middle name is urgency
and she hates when I call her that
because I have no right

^
*
0

she says, stealing my haircut
for her own slam juke joints.
Most of the time she's on vacation
looking for new jobs with someone more
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inspiring, because my pants are the
wrong length for my line size, my
ellipses have shrunken since i've known her
and my apostrophes no longer fit in my hair
since she stole them all and fed my punctuation
to the fish. I try to write when
she's not around, but she paints all
of my papers white and holds my vocabulary in
her purse since I've a tendency to lose it
once she told me that she never intended to be
brainwave bound, especially not to me
she wanted to be a dominatrix.
I can see how leather would fit her
better than any syllable.
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Brooke Hauser
Sketches From a Stoop

to

During the summer, approximately 25 to 35 students occupy
this brownstone at 305 W. 29th St. and Eighth Avenue, just a stone's
throw away from Penn Station and Madison Square Garden. I'm living
on the third floor, flanked by the kitchen and the staircase; paying a
weekly rent of about $200 for a single room with a view of the cigarette If
butts on the roof and the occasional drug deal on the corner of Ninth,
-1
From my neighbor's window, you can usually see people in the ¥
street, spraying themselves and their mangy dogs with the hose at the
corner store. The Mexican flower vendor will let you use it for five
minutes if you give him a dollar, but that's only when the owner, Mr.
Obata, isn't around.
%
My neighbor also lives in a single, but most people live in
doubles or triples; and on the top floor is a quadruple suite, which tends ^ 1
to be one person short. Occasionally, the extra bed will be offered to a
friend or else a friend of a friend; but this time, they've taken a total
•
stranger. Hitoshi is a hip-hop DJ from Tokyo, and he was recruited
^
earlier this week by one of the roommates who found him loitering
around the stoop in front of our building. He had been wandering along ^
29th Street, looking for a record store, and, as it turned out, a place to
sleep. Since then, he's been crashing here, juicing up Chris' turntables
and striking up very brief conversations in his crazy-quilt English about ^
Erykah Badu and "Lahzel from the Loots."
Everyone likes Hitoshi. He is friendly and eager to learn
^
English. I see him rarely, but when I do, he always seems to be rising
from a nap or else falling into one. He dozes in strange positions—
IF
usually slouched up against a wall, with a damp white towel covering his
face. Some afternoons he actually sleeps in the bed, and you might walk
in to see him with his head buried under a pillow, his ass saluting the air. ^
I don't know why he sleeps so much. Maybe he's depressed, or lonely.
Not speaking English naturally impairs him in our company, and he
*
knows this. Sometimes he'll just sit out on the fire escape, smoking a
^
cigarette and watching the blue traces disappear into the smog.
Sometimes, Hitoshi is so quiet he seems to disappear himself.
^
Sunday, around 5:30 P.M.
I prefer the stoop to the lounge or the backyard, even to the
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roof. Behind my building there's a tiny dead garden, strewn with dented
Budweiser cans, oily-orange napkins, and the unforgivable soot-coated
tree. Still, tenants come out here to picnic among the slugs and the
trash and the dirty birds wth their matted feathers and mutilated legs.
Other people prefer to eat out on the roof, overlooking
Madison Square Garden, the Post Office, and the multitudes of so-called
"gourmet" delis and pizza joints. Everything looks less real from the
roof- the billboards, the decaying towers, the decaying people, the shit
on the streets, the piss in the phone booths- life seems far away and
minute. The sun sinks like a yolk into the steam, the smog absorbing its
light; and a spectacular pinkish-yellow nuclear glow annihilates the
grime, for once making you thankful for pollution.
I like the stoop because it exists on its own— and it's closer to
the ground. Some days, no one will be sitting on the brick wall that
borders what can be described only as an elevated heap of dirt; and
other days, you'll find a group of students- guys and girls, American,
Russian, Chinese- smoking cloves, drinking beer-in-the-bag, and
inventing names for various kinds of sexual positions. Still, on other
days, you might find one of the local bums trying to barter with youmaybe offering you an old Bic pen for a sip of your Bud, or a halfsmoked roach for a dollar. A couple of them like to sit on the wall,
themselves. "Just holdin' up the fort," they'll say, flashing toothless
smiles in your direction as they dart their hands in and out of their
shirts, scratching their broken chests and hollowed cheeks and boiled
necks and water-logged legs.

*

9

r
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Wednesday, 8 P.M.
Ate dinner on the stoop tonight. Spinach and tomato salad, an
ear of salted, buttery corn, a Creek pastry from down the street, and a
tall glass of orange juice. Noticed a figure off to my left. Made eye
contact. Awkward. He was just sitting there, resting his knees, looking
far off.
"Sorry ma'am, I'll be out of your way," he says, gathering his old
bones.
"You can stay. It's fine."
"Naw, I don't want to bother you while you're eating."
I try to say, "You're not bothering me," but he cuts me off
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before I can finish.
"Well I feel like I am/' and he leaves.
About five minutes later, he comes back, fluttering around the ^
gate, wiping his hands in an exaggerated manner as if to let me know
that he knows how to get properly clean. As if to tell me, I may be
^
homeless now, but at least my mama raised me right, so please don't
ever blame this on my mama, God rest her soul."
His right eye twitches as he tells me, "You the nicest lady I ever
met from New York City," and I say, "That's probably because I'm from
*
Miami."
I invite him to sit, and he picks a spot as far away from me as
possible, trying to tell me, "I won't touch you."
*
We talk. I give him half of the pastry. He eats it, carefully,
with bird-like bites; and once he's finished, he stands up and walks over
to where I am sitting to hand me the bowl. He goes back to his spot by ^
the gate, and tells me about his wife who cheated on him with his own
brother, back in Norfolk. How she confessed to the crime at the worst *
possible time-- right there in the middle of his mama's funeral, in front ^
of everybody, all the kids and the aunts and uncles and cousins and
friends and the minister. How he went numb that night. Couldntsaya ^
word. Didn't want to anyway, but physically, couldn't even part his lips
k.
or grate his teeth to say, "Fuck you." Says that he decided to become

homeless that night. That it was his choice- and he really needs someone to believe this.
"So I took a 4 A.M. bus into New York City and have been there ^
ever since," he says, shrugging. "Five-and-a-half months— before that, I
was a doctor. But I don't really mind. Just sometimes I wish I had more V.
to eat- oh, but I don't mean to be ungrateful. No, sir. Always got to be ^|thankful."
I ask him where he usually eats.
"Flophouses most of the time. They call those 'soup kitchens' in ^
Russia. But then the churches open up every Sunday for you to get your
stuff-potato chips, bread, coffee and little Danishes, if you will. Yes sir,
got to be grateful in this world-but I'll tell you something, most people
ain't. You got bums in there askin' for prime rib, and yellin' at them
knobby church ladies that the soup ain't hot enough, the bread ain't

Q
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soft enough, this and that and what have you-- man, those bums get
angry over everything. Makes me sick to be alive."
He pauses for a moment, rubbing a large hand over his kinky
reddish hair.
"But I'm goin' back to Norfolk soon as I get enough money for
my bus ticket. I don't care if my brother and my wife's dead, so long as I
get away from here."
"How will you get the money?" I hear myself ask, and immedi
ately regret it.
"Oh, it'll come. I got friends everywhere. In the bus station, in
the train station. They'll hook me up. They know where I live."
And so do I. I see him every morning on my walk to Penn
Station, usually fast asleep on the pavement in front of the corner store,
with a brown-bagged bottle on his stomach and a crumpled Puerto
Rican flag as his pillow.
My friend Theo and I sat out on the stoop talking until 4 A.M.
this morning. It was a busy night—lots of characters. The evening
shower left the air cool with rain, and since neither of us felt like going
out, we just picked up a couple of beers from the corner store and shot
free-throw with the caps (cling clang into a bucket). Half-way into our
game, Victor came by and asked us for a Budweiser, but Theo misunder
stood and thoguht he said, "I got some bud."
"Naw man, I said give me a Bud. I ain't got no doobie on me,
but if you want it, I can hook you up for a fee."
"How much?" Theo asked.
I don't remember the rest of their conversation because I was
still appreciating the fact that he had called marijuana "doobie," as in
The Doobie Brothers. Anyhow, no sooner had Victor left the gate than
Marcel strolled in.
A word about Marcel: he's retarded. About six feet tall, with
curly brown hair, milky-white skin, and a drizzle for freckles, he doesn't
fool most people when he claims that he's really black. I think he lives
alone because I never see him with anyone else, though he tends to
follow people into their buildings and strike up friendly conversations
with them. I'm tempted to call those conversations "random," but
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they're really quite predictable on his part. Here's an example:
Marcel: If I guess where you're from, you give me a dollar!
Me: Marcel, you already did, and you were wrong. Why don't
you try Theo?
Marcel (to Theo): Who are you?
%
(Before Theo can answer, Marcel begins scrutinizing his face
%
and wrinkling his own brow in mock analysis. Suddenly, he starts
wringing his hands and bending his knees as though he is about to jump) ^
Marcel (pointing at Theo): Irish! Irish! Irish! Irish! Irish!
Theo: But I'm Jewish.
Marcel: Ish-ish. Jewish, Irish, Japanese. Uncanny'.
I never got the chance to tell Theo that Marcel plays this game ^
all the time, and always guesses Irish (probably because that's his own
%
origin). I first met him at D'Agostino's bakery down the street, where he
told me that if he guessed my ethnicity correctly, I would buy him a
%
mango icy. Charmed by his effort, I bought him one anyway, but then
%
ahd to deal with a stranger on my heels. He followed me back to my
building, where a bunch of kids were hanging out on the stoop, smoking ^
cigarettes.
"I guess your country, you give me a dollar!" he said to Hitoshi, ^
who just looked up and smiled.
*
"Ohio."
For a moment, Marcel looked perplexed, but it didn't take long ^
before he was examining Hitoshi's fine black hair between his fingers
and triumphantly exclaiming, "Irish! Irish!"
*
•••

"Gary" is blind, looks like an opossum: egg-shaped body covered V
in thick black hair, whites of his eyes rimmed red. Calls everybody Gary, ^
even women, in this mangled high-pitched voice of his that stills my
heart with fear. He is Grendel, carrying a six-pack of Heineken under his V.
left arm. Sits down on this stoop next to me, and one by one, he pulls
rt
out a bottle, bestowing onto it a tender kiss.
•H

In the kitchen next to my bedroom, Masha asks, "Who is this
'Gary'?"
"I don't know," I say, "Some freak."
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"He is very ugly," she says, chopping up carrots for the soup.
"He gave me a beer today."
"Did you take it?"
"Of course! And then I gave him a kiss for it."
"Not on the lips," I say.
"No, on the cheek."
"I'm a nice person."
Nice isn't the word- outgoing, maybe, even friendly- but not •
nice. Anyone who can devour five hotdogs, a bowl of soup, a sideplate
of horseradish and a Colt-45 in one sitting merits a different description,
like scary. Masha is from Tagonrog, Russia, also Chekhov's hometown;
and she is taller and stronger than all of the guys. Nevertheless, she has
what you might call a maternal side, as she often cooks dinner, usually
her specialty, "Student's Soup," for her entire hall.
"What's in there?" I ask her, as she stirs the concoction over the
stove.
"Lots of things," she says. Her way of speech is characterized
by bluntness, and all of her sentences end with an empty thud.
"Like what?" I ask, and feel like I'm shrinking with every
question.
"Carrots, onions, macaroni, soy sauce."
"Soy cause?"
"Yah, and Tabasco sauce, lettuce, crackers, chicken, cream,
leftover sausage, bread. Lots of things."
"Hmm," I say.
"Do you want to try some?"
"No, thank you."
She stops stirring and looks at me, vaguely smiling. "Why
not?"
I think carefully. "I already ate."
"But it's only four o'clock," she says, pointing to her watch.
We both know I lied. We both know she's going to make me
taste her soup.
"Everyone else loves it," she says proudly. "If I hadn't told you
what's in it, you'd love it, too. I call it 'Student's Soup' because it's very
cheap to make- and you can use anything to make it, as long as you

9
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have the broth. We do this in Russia at University-- it's the second best
thing to vodka."
"Do you drink a lot of vodka?" I ask.
*
"Yes, ever since I was little."
Really? I try to imagine Masha as being little. Little Masha— it ^ j
just doesn't mesh. I wonder what she looked like before she dyed her
hair blond, before she discovered lipstick and leather pants, before she *
started drawing in her eyebrows.
"My parents," she says, bringing the ladle to her lips, "used to %
give me vodka in the winter, for the lines. It warms the belly."
%
"Lines for bread?" I ask, remembering what my fifth-grade
Russian pen-pal, Irina, once told me— how she used to wait in line for
^
bread every morning, starting at 5 o'clock, with the other children.
%
"For bread, for soap, for sugar, tea, towels. But towels are
stupid. Nobody needs towels. People need sugar and soap, and those
^
are the hardest to get. There are many jokes in Russia, for example, 'You
are expecting the Czar for dinner-- do you buy the soap to wash your
hands or do you put the sugar in the tea?'"
*
"Soap?" I venture.
"No, sugar. And even better is to put the vodka in the belly." ^
I contemplate this for a moment and decide it's not a funny

joke.

As if Masha read my mind, she says, "It's funnier when I tell it
in Russian. Anyway, we use vodka for everything- even money. If a
family doesn't have enough rubles, they pay in bottles of vodka. Like if %
a plumber fixes the sink, you give him one or two bottles of vodka,
depending on how good is the job."
"Wow," I say, unable to come up with anything else. "That's
*
insane."
"No, that's just how it is," she says, without emotion, without ^
even the slightest tinge of self-pity in her voice.
•••

Pritha is Masha's roommate, and she is from Calcutta. One
night, Pritha, her cousin, Yamini, and I were walking home from dinner
in Little India when she pointed to a hand-painted sign on an abandoned ^
warehouse, which read:
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This triggered a story in Yamini's mind which, at first, she was
reluctant to tell us, having just eaten; but after much pleading and
persuading by Pritha and myself, she finally relented. Here is the story,
as Yamini told it:
"In Bombay, we have carnivals every once in a while, and there
is always a Giant Wheel. One evening, a beautiful woman took a ride
with her son and husband. She was tall and elegant-looking, despite not
having much money, and had the most gorgeous long black hair-so
long it could have wrapped around her neck seven or eight times, and
strangled her. Usually, she braided it in two sections or pinned it up.
However, this night she wore it entirely loose.
"You have this kind of wheel in America, but in India they are
not as safe-this one, in particular, was very old and rickety; the kind
where you can actually see the motor running, with all of its wires and
different parts exposed; it was also quite noisy. Nevertheless, people
seemed to trust it, as they were lining up for the ride; and when this
woman's turn came, she happily climbed into the carriage with her son
on her lap and her husband by her side.
"The ride was supposed to last for eight minutes, and it did.
But on the final rotation of the wheel, her hair got caught in the motor.
She panicked immediately and tried to pry it loose, but this only made it
worse. And as the wheel wound on, she became more and more
frenzied because the operator could not make it stop. Meanwhile, her
son had started screaming, and once they were close enough to the
ground, her husband tried desperately to pull her hair from the motor;
but in doing so, his fingers were caught and severed.
"Still, the bloody carriage ascended- as if destined to complete
its circle- and by this time, the woman's hair was stretched to its limit.
Sleek and glossy in the carnival lights, it formed a straight line from the
carriage to the motor, causing her head to snap back, almost at a right
angle with her neck. She could no longer hear anything but the motor
grinding and clattering below, only two feet from her head. She could
no longer hear her son crying or her husband screaming, or see the
operator shouting directions at her- she no longer felt anything until
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the final tug, ripping her scalp from its roots as the wheel continued to
climb."
For weeks, that crudely painted sign flashed in my conscious
ness and would continue to appear in my mind every night before I went
to sleep, no matter how hard I tried to force it out. Ironically, the sign ^
was more revolting to me than the image of this woman losing her scalp
to the relentless Ferris Wheel motor-- perhaps because I could visualize X
it so clearly, having seen it myself-- still, even more perplexing was the
afterthought with which Yamini concluded her story.
"Anyway," she said, as we rounded the corner of 27th and
%
Eighth, "I read this in a Bombay newspaper, and as it turned out, one of
the top surgeons in India sewed her scalp back on, with very little
%
scarring; only she would never be able to grow hair again. Here's where
%
it gets weird; next to the article was the photograph showing the
woman in a hospital bed, with her head wrapped in bandages; and by
her side, her husband smiling and holding up his two remaining fingers
on his left hand, like bunny ears or something. It was the most surreal '%
thing I've ever seen-grotesque. It actually made me laugh."

*
*

X
X
X
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*
*
X
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Cate Whetzel
Myrrh Egg
In the gold trees of Araby, a phoenix rustles her wings.
On the wind the smell of frankincense, burning in a brazier.
The phoenix is in my lap; I run fingers down the flight feathers;
Her little feet are at rest on my ankles. She is calm and pecks a
mite,
This is old hat and a parlor trick.
Will I catch with you? My years
Are almost up.
Molten in seconds, the leaves are changing color.
Photographs curl first at the edges, the image blackens,
Swirls into a dangerous tidal before final consumption.
These woods are burning.
I will sing us a song for the center.
In a column of ash,
In a column of ash, and a flurry of ghost
I will be waiting for you in a more timely place.
Turn it back and inward-- tinder for bone
Dynamite for hair, I am my own Roman candle and I hold
A fan of feathers in one hand, my twenty years.
There are songs to be sung as you die and they are not prayers.
Repeat the names of things, your own in the holiest of voices.
See your reflection in the blowing cinders of sacrifice,
Rise again, shake them off, the salamander sent back.
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Benjamin Keating
The Unseen

In his repose, among chandeliers of souls,
Hades pumps his godly blood from heart to fingertip,
and his kiss-- still warm on Persephone's lipsis ripe with what's been lost.
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Dan Laskin
Details at Eleven
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Every night I tune in, expectant. What is it I expect?
There's the school board; a bunch of parents have come
to yell about the revised proposal for redistricting. There's
another shooting on the east side. The court case about the
waste incineration plant drags on. Two youths hold up a conve
nience store. An accident disrupts the tail end of rush-hour.
They show the mangled car blocking both northbound lanes. By
the time the news crew got there, the victims were gone. But
the station's Eye From the Sky helicopter has a dramatic shot of
the backup on I-71, a river of hunched shapes snaking back into
the darkness, the headlights gazing out like weary eyes, waiting.
What else? It seems that more and more of the local
news is taken up by filler items from far-flung America, little
video anecdotes that certainly aren't local to me and that,
plucked off the satellite and tossed flickering onto the screen,
don't seem local to anywhere. A dog in southeastern Kansas dials
911 when Grandma has a dizzy spell. Two sisters who were
separated as infants when they were given up for adoption
thirty-five years ago find each other by chance, through a cousin
in a suburb of Atlanta. A man in upstate New York makes
jewelry from the husks of dead cockroaches. In Missouri, a dog
comes home after being lost on a vacation last summer. A
county fair somewhere in Texas now features mud-wrestling
with pigs. An Oregon man is reunited with his mother, who was
committed to a mental hospital in Wisconsin twenty-five years
ago. An Arizona kitten survives three days stuck in a sewage
pipe. Brothers separated in Poland when one immigrated with
the parents while the other stayed behind with the grandparents
are reunited in Chicago after fifty years.
Animals and unforeseen reunions: the cute, the weird,
the poignant. Marketing people somewhere-network headquar
ters in New York?--must have determined that such stories fill
unconscious needs. Perhaps they are supposed to awaken
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something universal, a hunger for wholeness, intimations of
•w
shared humanity. Otherwise why would we care? And we do
care, apparently, because the stories return night after night.
^
Changing the channel makes no difference. If it's not pig wres
tlers in Texas, it's racing crabs in Maryland. If it's not the sisters *
in Atlanta, it's a cop and ex-convict in Maine. (Cop collared
^
break-in artist, who found Jesus in jail and now, fifteen years
later, presides as minister at cop's daughter's wedding). At some %
point, a memo must have gone out: lead with the fatal accident, %
but promise them the kitten and tears of joy,
It could be that what we hunger for, or are presumed to %
hunger for, is titillation. These oddities appeal to us because
we're naturally drawn to novelty, the Believe-lt-Or-Not that
%
turns out to be true. "Now there's something you don't see
every day": anything that makes us utter these bemused words %
is, by one definition, news. But news of this sort is not much
more than a way to fill time, or kill time. We consume it the way %
we snack, absent-mindedly munching tidbit after tidbit, titilla- (%
tion after titillation. They're mildly spicy, and they all taste the
same. In the realm of fillers, there really isn't anything much
new under the sun. The cow who fell in love with a moose
\
(Vermont) is interchangeable with the dog who adopted a
Canada goose (New Jersey).
We're drawn to them, too, because as time-fillers they (%
allow us to avoid thinking about things that genuinely matter to
(*
us. Silence makes us uncomfortable. We're not used to being
alone with our own thoughts. Simply thinking, in silence, makes (V
us feel like we're not doing anything. So every morning, as soon
as we start the car, we snap on the radio; and now, at night, we
prefer this smattering of remote life-fragments to that enveloping yet obscure companion, our own life. Our life, which we can
(k
never escape but which we make it our business, every day, to
deflect. Our work, our chores and errands, are in some sense
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evasions. And when the day is finally over, the dishes done, the
kids in bed, and there's nothing left but to be with ourselves, we
find at least escape in the eleven o'clock news.
I think the TV stations load up their reports with inconse
quential "human interest" stories because they sense that the
"real news" is unreal to most of us. Not that it should be. Where
will the state put its low-level nuclear waste? What sort of
funding formula should replace property taxes to support public
education? Will the new beltway, in relieving traffic problems
downtown, open outlying rural communities to unwanted
development? Surely we have a stake in these questions. If
asked, we would say we care about them. But we care about
them in an abstract, not in a personal, way. Public issues seem to
dwell in the realm of the faceless they, the bloodless it "They're
raising the speed limit back to 65." "They're building a new mall
at Exit 12." We don't bother to track the pronoun they to an
actual identity any more than we pay attention to the it in "It's
supposed to rain." Policy is like the weather: we experience it as
a force of nature or fate, something beyond our control, like war,
unemployment, and the mysterious appearance of new products.
Yes, we say we care. But we remain disengaged.
The reunited sisters and the long-lost mother, by con
trast, are vividly real. Unlike funding formulas, they are flesh
and blood. There they are, embracing at the airport. There,
sitting side by side on the living room couch; look, you can see
the family resemblance. But theirs is a peculiar reality. We
identify with them not as real people but as quasi-fictional
characters. Their extraordinary lives have suddenly been infused
with drama, have become thirty-second made-for-TV movies.
These lives, until now as inconclusive as our own lives, have been
condnesed, shaped, and heightened into plot-lines. And such
elemental plots: danger and salvation, loss and reunion.
We're drawn to them precisely because they seem to
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offer us this possibility of drama. They seem to have found what
we're missing: clarity and resolution. For the thirty seconds that v
they flicker across the screen, we get caught up in their tragedies ^
and triumphs. Our throat tightens when the brother recalls how
he realized one day, waking up from a dream, that he no longer V
remembered what his brother in Poland looked like. We smile in ^
pleasure as the cop repeats the ex-con's "May the Lord bless...
from his daughter's wedding. But the thirty seconds bring the
story to a neat ending, and then it's gone. Was it real? Any
^
more real than the school redistricting plan? In fact, despite our
brief emotional involvement, once these lives disappear we don't V.
miss them at all. And, for all their flesh and blood, we don't care
about them, either, not even with the abstracted care we bring
to low-level nuclear waste. The policy issues at least nag at us;
they become part of our background anxiety. But the human
( interest stories utterly vanish. We actually care more about
completely fictional characters. We hate others. We can't wait V. ^
to find out what happens. Some books so captivate us that we (
want them never to end. But the people on the eleven-o'clock
news, these real people from real America, blip off when it's time
for another car-dealership ad, and we couldn't care less.
In fact, we count on the blip and the ad. It's part of the
rhythm of the news show. Like an old standard tune rendered
into Muzak-familiar, comfortable; yet distant, disembodied- the(
news flows along in predictable verses and refrains, stories
Ct
alternating with ads. We know the tune by heart and uncon
sciously anticipate each passage, helped along by the teasers thatf 1
are an integral part of the show. "Will we need those umbrellas
again tomorrow? Brad has the weather, next..." "How do you
walk a pet eel? Our slippery story, when we return..." "Later in
the broadcast, more details on that rush-hour collision; but
first..." "Coming up, some hair-raising research on baldness..."
"When we come back..." "When we return..." "Next..."
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Our experiences of the news consist of this rhythmstory, teaser, ads, story, teaser, ads. Rarely does the late local
news teach us anything, inspire us, or leave us with thoughts or
images that last. And we don't expect it to. We don't really
listen or watch the news; we don't engage the news in an active,
intentional way. It's not as if we "set out" to watch the news.
We don't "delve into" it. Rather, we simply leave the TV on and
allow this sensation to waft about the room, this rhythm, a kind
of lively, lulling undulation that claims our half-attention as we
put on our pajamas, brush or teeth, check the kids, make sure the
door is locked and the lights are out. The eleven-o'clock report
weaves itself into the close of day with this rhythm, the car crash
caught as we toss a shirt into the laundry basket, the kitten
glimpsed through the neck-hole of our pajama top, the
McDonald's ad mingling with toothpaste frothing in our mouth.
We've seen the same ads so often that we hardly notice
them. The details of the news items blur. They don't matter,
anyway; they never mattered to begin with, were not intended
to matter. They fill the time, shape this pattern of recurrence,
this dependable rhythm. The stories make a kind of muted
ticking, as if the news were a clock that we like to have in the
bathroom every night, beating out its thirty minutes of thirtysecond lives. We don't "tell time" by this clock, except that we
know it will lead us, via weather and then sports, to sleep. But
we seem to like to have the news on. It's a companion whom we
want close to us, near our bed.
The news as recurrence, rhythm, a ticking clock; we are
instinctively drawn to the news as an expression of time. Time is
what inhabits the bedroom in the pale light flowing from the
screen, flickering as the sisters embrace, as teasers cut to ad. And
though we don't care about the particulars, we treat this light as
a compaion, because we sense that our closest companion in life
is time. Time, and our awareness of time, make us what we are.
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This is an hour when time presses close. The day is over.
Chores, plans, squabbles, and checklists have been set aside.
Conversations are on hold. Our unfinished business remains
unfinished. The day's noise has died down. Silence infuses the
house again, that promise of rest, of oblivion. Every night the
silence arrives, inexorable silence, the world's ticking, reminding
us of the once incontrovertible thing about life: each day comes
and goes; with night, it's gone. It is at this hour that we know
time best. Time our solace, for it promises return: tomorrow will
come. Time our sorrow, for it tolls out our inevitable passing.
We let the news burble on so that we can avoid that
silence, just as we have tried throughout the day- in noise, in
business- to escape our selves. And yet, returning to the news
every night, we allow time to prick at us, almost as if we wanted
it, almost as if we needed it. We let ourselves be led on by the
news show's fake urgency. "Coming up..." "Next..." "Don't go
away..." and we don't go away. At this drowsy hour, even as our
attention wanders, we let the news try to awaken our impa
tience. The newscast is always intensifying time, speeding it up,
pushing suspense. It teases us, holds out promises, heightens our
expectations, incessantly appealing to an instinct within us, a
*
need to believe that something better might be coming up.
*
"When we come back..." says the anchorman. When they come
(*
back after the ad, it will be more of the same. We know that.
But despite ourselves we believe in this phrase, When we come
<*
back...
It speaks to our hunger. When we come back... It speaks <%•
to our disappointments, our quiet desperation. For we are
<%
intrinsically dissatisfied: that we never have enough time, or take
enough time, for what we truly believe matters... that we never (%
connect, quite in the way we want to, with our friends and
family... that we never seem to resolve our nagging problems...
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that we still aren't the people we really want to be. This com
panion of ours whom we are always trying to fend off, our own
life, silently voices this hunger. Silently voices our yearnings; our
sense of the fleeting nature of pleasure; our memories of loss,
our nostalgic anticipation of losses to come; our essental alien
ation, the feeling that we don't own, that we can't quite grasp,
our own existence. The self, like the news, plays its Muzakfamiliar and comfortable; but somehow distant, disembodied: a
refrain carrying echoes of the original song.
Our life has gotten away from us. It doesn't make sense
the way we once imagined it would. What was it we expected ?
Coherence, clarity, meaning: a life something like lives in the
movies, only better, more real. Instead, things just happen to us.
Glimpsing ourselves as if through the Eye From the Sky, we see
how we stumble along from happenstance to happenstance,
victims of chance- accident victims. We are one of those people
in the mangled car. We are one of those hunched shapes in the
long line curving back into darkness, light shining feebly from
our eyes, waiting.
We are aware of this silent voice, our companion, even
as we fend it off; just as we give the news our half-attention
without really watching or caring. The fatal accidents, the
miraculous rescues, and the surprise reunions remain unreal to
us, yet they awaken echoes of the fears and needs we feel but
don't acknowledge. The reports come from all over, telling of
death, telling of danger and salvation, telling of loss and recov
ery. Local to nowhere. Unreal. Fictions. Myths. Forgotten,
only to reappear tomorrow night. The "real" news scrolls away
into history. But these tales, the human interest, are perpetually
reborn.
Every night I tune in, expectant. What is it I expect?
In a sense, I know what to expect. I turn on the news in
order to avoid my own life. Yet I hear that life urgently

I
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whispering to me, and in my half-attention I hear echoes of it on
the screen. "Don't go away..." "When we come back..." I'm
aware of the darkness at the window. I'm dimly aware of the
^
earth plunging in its circle, night engulfing day only to be en
gulfed by tomorrow, then tomorrow night. I let the news stay V
on, that rhythm, that muffled beating. Every night. As if I am ^
enacting a ritual in the presence of these true stories which seem
both intimate and unreal: the news; myself.
In my pajamas, with the tube's pale light shadowing the ^
bed, I say my strange prayer. I bear witness to life, fending it off.
I fend off life, bearing witness.
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Matt Haines
one of the last ones (a poem)
there is this—
and there is
the solidity
of the things
inside your room.
there is this—
and there are
several others
who could be
in the very same place.
there are ways in which
this comes to be in passing.
(again)
there is this—
and there are
other words
to be spared,
others to be given
to themselves, or as themselves,
in the utterance that is the moment
just before this comes to be.
there is this—
and then this comes to be.
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Andy Grace
Advice
—from the Midwestern dedd

% *
%
*

Don't think of yourself as another seed,

%

you were not made for perfection, only your small bones
to offer the ground

%

Build yourself a fence inside this golden stretch,

*

see how much more endless it becomes. In this country, the only heeling
comes

%
y

when everything is stripped clean,

left shadowless, forced behind the frameless screen of your eyelids
pretending to sleep. Believe it or not

we try to remember what silence felt like by watching you struggle
with the sheets, vanishing

like a dream that realizes itself when you stir. Remember:
the way to make a ghost disappear is to run at it,
embrace the darkness
inside your cage of a room that keeps the immensity of sky from
pushing

down on your shoulders.
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Remember: a cage is not a tomb. Rattle sticks from trees. Beat the bars. (
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And some are very, very bad.
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Why are they
sad and glad and bad?
T do not know.
Go ask your dad.
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